
CPA ARCTIC JACKET
The CPA jacket is an all-weather field jacket that differs from most

other Gore-Tex Jackets because of the liner system. The liner

system gives the operator a jacket that have better camouflage

characteristics, better moist transportation in minus degrees Celsius,

all the way down to minus 50, than other membrane jackets. It has

ventilation in the right places when using load bearing equipment. It
has a large hood with detaschable fur and pockets to keep the most

important pieces of kit secure.

FUNCTIONS
UV/VIS/IRR

Adjustable hood

The screen on the hood has a steel wire so it can be adjusted

to protect the face in wind and rain

Removable fur trim around the opening of the hood,

attached with Velcro

Heavy duty 2-way front zipper hidden by front flap

Compass pocket with velcro closure on front flap

Velcro on the front of the compass pocket for labels

Spacious napoleon pockets with zip closure inside the front
flaps and with an internal phone pocket. The pockets are

hidden under the front flaps for access without opening the

jacket

Hip pockets with zips and velcro pocket lids

Removable holder for battery pack inside the napoleon

pocket

Sleeve pockets with velcro closure, bellows, pocket lid and

internal loop for securing equipment

Velcro on sleeve pockets for labeling

Pre-shaped sleeves

Reinforcements on elbows with padded protection against

contact cold and hard surfaces

Ventilation openings with waterproof zipper under the arms

Velcro adjustment at sleeve ends

Mesh pocket on the inside back that can be advantageously
used to store coveralls in

Width adjustment at the bottom of the jacket using elastic

cords hidden in the front pockets

Internal crotch at the bottom

Wind and waterproof with taped seams and breathability

PRODUCT SHEET CPA ARCTIC JACKET

FACTS
Article no. 013203005

Sizes XS-3XL ML-XLL

Colors TSUP - Snow UV Pattern (0015)

Material Outer material: 100% Polyamide Cordura
Lining: GORE-TEX microgrid liner

Other Weight size L: 1200 g

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
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